Central Presents 37 Caps To Nursing Class of 1969

Thirty-seven Indiana Central students officially entered the field of nursing on Sunday, February 18, 1969, in a capping ceremony in Ramsbury Auditorium.

An invocation was offered by Professor Frederick Hill. The invocation was excerpted from Psalm 150, and it was read by Virginia R. Sims, assisted by Mrs. Eleanor May.

Miss Linda Schueler introduced the Class of 1969. The students stood and recited the Florence Nightingale Oath, saying, in part, "I do solemnly swear, in the presence of God and this assembly, to be true to my profession faith and practice my profession, to be true to my students, and to be true to myself in pursuance of my calling."

The ceremony was followed by an optional singing session in the Chapel. Central Choir sings "I Will Be Faithful in the Presence of God." A special word was given by Dr. Jacob J. Jacobs, chair of the Department of Nursing.

To Nursing Class of 1969, presenting a program with the theme for the year, "The Class of 1969," were Cathy Ackerman, Karyn Andrews, Darlene Bailey, Mary Placy Bates, Sally Deckey, and Linda Birdwell.

Weber, head of the Bible Department, gave the benediction and dismissed the students.

Central Quiz Contests Encourage Class Pride

Class quiz sessions were designed to fill in three empty chapel sessions but were brought about for specific purposes. Besides providing entertainment, quiz programs provide an opportunity for students to maintain class pride and to compete before an audience as athletes do.

The quiz programs were sponsored by the Chapel and Convocation Committee. Programs of this type have been successful on the campus for over ten years.

Four Girls Vie For Queen Bean

I.A.Y., girls' service organization, is helping Crossroads Rehabilitation Center again this year by selling jelly beans from March 1 through April 6. The queen candidates for Miss Jelly Bean Queen are Sherry Kirkpatrick representing the seniors, Becky Page for the juniors, Bonnie Mitchel for the sophomores, and Billie Rine Vinson representing the freshmen.

Their campaign managers will be John Beebe, Dave Fischer, Mary Mullen, and Mike Watkins. The managers are using Crossroads by buying jelly beans from the candidates of their choice.
The Editors Speak

The Transparency Gap

The facts concern with the arrest of three Central students have been, since the time of that event, surrounded in rumor and uncertainty. Now is the time when we should hear the stories from those involved and it is only right that they be printed.

However, the Administration’s position appears to be one of playing down the entire situation. If this paper is still the voice of the student then the facts, when they become available, should be printed.

What is to be considered good or poor journalism — that is, what deserves to be published — must be decided upon two criteria: First, that the readers have the right to know, and, second, that they should know, The difference between the two is that in some cases knowledge of the situation would in some way injure those involved. In this situation, we as involved and interested students, should be informed to the best degree possible of what actually occurred on that Sunday evening.

JML

Hats Off...

to Trimbble Hall girls who worked together to clean up our campus a few weeks ago. We appreciate your help to keep our campus attractive.

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor,

The last issue of the REFLECTOR carried another few words from "A Voice from the Right." Unfortunately the choice of words was in poor taste, and the writer showed more prejudice on the part of the writer than that which he professed to have been evidenced by the subject of that article.

Mr. Tressler’s references to Dr. Champlin and others as a “slide show” and to “the gleam in his eyes” should indicate that if Mr. Tressler had paid more attention to Dr. Champlin’s message and less to his facial expression, he might have learned a lesson of understanding and respect for the personal self-interest. My disagreement is not concerned with Mr. Tressler’s right to voice his beliefs of the speaker but rather with his lack of propriety in doing so.

Champlin’s dignity and willingness to rationally discuss his opinions.

Those who hold a belief contrary to Dr. Champlin’s and his supporter’s should offer equal formal time to present a speaker for their cause. It does not seem to me that Mr. Tressler’s claim to having been in communist countries unquestionably qualifies him as an authority.

Jean LeLitre

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

First semester has passed and we are well on our way into the second semester. The time has come for me to voice the complaints received from your waiters and waitresses in the cafeteria.

As head waiter it is my responsibility to supply our cafeteria with conscientious, courteous waiters.

These workers, in my opinion, are not living up to the standard we have set for them. A great deal of time is spent over the telephone, talking and not really working during the time they have been assigned.

I realize that these workers are good at what they do. But we are not employed to do the same job as younger men.

We give service with a smile and we like it, but it is getting to the point where this is becoming impossible.

Please take the time to see why.

Wayne Brewer

February 17, 1968

Dear Editor,

I am very much interested in the changes that have been made in the student body that they have no respect. It seems that the students of our fine school don’t appreciate what the faculty and staff try to do. If I can’t understand the remarks about the house moms when they are trying to fulfill their duties, I can’t understand those of Mr. Bruce and others in the men’s dorms including those in the science departments.

Maybe our faculty and staff are not doing everything they should be, but then, they are the best they can. I would say the same for the students. If we should have another required class entitled “Respect 101”.

Just sign me

Appalled

Dear Editor,

Sometimes I get the impression that instead of attending an interview, the parents of students have the power to decide who should be printed, who should be protected, and which is, because of a possible controversial and unflattering nature, is unacceptable for you to print? Do they have the right to “edit” campus happenings? And, finally, is it the student who decides what is healthy, flattering, and positive on campus?

Dr. Pippert, and I do, whatever that is, whatever happen, whatever involves members of the student body should be printed. What kind of institution are we? And, how can any college student be proud of his best friend? Cicero further says that the students of a college should think of their college as a Christian college, committed to human concern, and “join in the whole social body of men.”

In all my Dear Editor...
**To Leap or Not To Leap: That Is The Question!**

by Gary Shelkie

It's the time of year again when it's the worst of times. It's Leap Year.

After all, it's just a leap of faith. The worst of times! Guys have found cubes. I mean if I didn't want will take place Saturday, March 9, in Wilmore Hall from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

Wiltrmore Comes Clean

Hey, Wilmere guys, are you ready for a little female action in your dorm? I.A.M. girls are ready to come clean at 10:00 a.m. Come and get your share of the action today. We will clean your room and/or iron your shirts for you. It's a great deal! If you are interested in helping us carry out this plan, you will take place Saturday, March 9, in Wilmore Hall from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

The nuclear crisis of 1959 all received their caps in a ceremony on February 18.

**Cafeteria Gains Sign of the Times**

A clock that has long been needed in the Schitter dining hall is here at last. The money was given by the Teachers Illinois Evangelical United Brethren Church last spring in the hope of buying something as a memorial for them.

**Brazen Library Actions Finally Make The Paper**

Few Centralites realize this but the true center of activity on a week night at Central is the library. The following is a vivid, uncolored account of the somewhat brazen and stimulating activities encountered during just one night of attempted studying in “The Story Hole.”

It began uneventfully. The room was cool and the door was locked. The boy soon followed this outrageous example and walked all the way up the desk to an unoccupied armchair.

Imagine my surprise when the girl went down, it's Leap Year. Suddenly, I found myself in the library. The room was clean.

The boy then followed the next table girl and quietly.In fright. What would happen? And how it for peace, has accomplished littic David Pressley, other word, the true center of activity is the library. The following is a vivid, uncolored account of the somewhat brazen and stimulating activities encountered during just one night of attempted studying in “The Story Hole.”

Dr. Dedel

Dr. Dedel, a musician in his own in

**A VOICE FROM THE RIGHT**

Why Not Honors Pass-Fail? by Breice A. Tressler

Unfortunately Conserveva are thought of as being opposed to all change. To clear this up, let me only say that Conservativa are not for change just to have change. If there is good reason for changing something then why not—b ut only if it's that providing itself successful results.

Our school literature says that there should be a healthy pressure exerted on the students, but feel that there is too much pressure because of the grading system.

I hope that more of my fellow students will get a project of this nature started. Our schools have already started this kind of thinking and we should follow suit.

The real question is whether Indiana Central be last

**The WEST SIDE OTHER**

**Paradigm of a Perplexing Paradox** by Richard D. Boyce

I have been considering the concept of the following sub-title for some time and have come to the conclusion that it is, perhaps, the most important point to establish the existence of one or two paradoxes which seem to contradict each other.

The basic issue will be that of the ideal versus the practical. The concept of “good” dealing with the question of what should be the aim of all world without war, without killing, and without poverty.

I am assuming that man considers life to be of value and would not take the life of his fellow man unless he felt compelled to do so; the question is whether the state is capable of preventing a world that is seeking to kill a world in which killing is the last thing on earth that anyone would want to do.

For those of you who maintain that we should either kill or, subjected to Communist tyranny, I would offer the following: Do you want to present kill for peace policy or kill to stop Communist policy? If you prefer the latter then the population explosion in check.

The ideal is peace, ideally peace would be achieved through love. Practically the idea of love would be too violent to achieve peace, in order to achieve it. If the latter is so and you defend it I would say that history has proven wrong time and time again.

**Departmental**

(Continued From Page Two)

The many talents of one of our new faculty members are really beginning to be fully realized, and in addition to his many teaching responsibilities, Dr. Elvis Deflins finds time to direct a youth club at the Garfield Park Baptist Church on nights over the right, Dr. Deflins does considerable writing and vocal arranging in his spare time.

Dr. Robert Deuel will be abandoning his bicycle for a more praiseworthy form of spring. Last month he was one of the leaders of a group of faculty members from the Kegn and Community Service Awards for his work in scouting, and as president of the School Building Corporation, which is new and exciting work.

Recently Dr. Deflins was appointed to the Education and Awa- id committee of the Indiana branch, American Society of Microbiology. On March 6 he will participate in a high school career day to discuss microbiology in the Greenwood High School. On March 7 he will represent the Greenwood Central librarians at the annual Pennsylvania’s National Meeting.

David Pressley, a junior majoring in biology and minor ing in chemistry, has been accepted into the Illinois College of Podiatric Medicine and as president of the School Building Corporation, which is new and exciting work.
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WOMEN'S SPORTS

Three Schools Put An End To Whippet Winning Streak

Since the last issue, the winning streak has ended for I.C.C.'s Whippets. Bullets became the latest opposing victim by a 3-point margin, 31-28, on February 16, on B.U.'s floor. However, confidence was regained on the following Tuesday when the team traveled to Anderson to give them a defeat. The Whippets left with a 3-3 victory.

The following Saturday became a test of endurance at the Purdue playground. Schools all over Indiana were involved. The Whippets played 3 consecutive games consisting of 8-minute quarters with no time outs. The first game of the day was lost to Indiana State. The first half was a neck-and-neck fight, but the second half resulted in a 3-21 score after the opponents found their goal.

Grace College was the second team and the first victory, with a 2-18 final.

Indiana University was the last foe. Fatigue set in on both sides, but our girls kept fighting. The Whippets for the first time had a 9-point quarter, however, I.U. had a 5-point quarter. The final buzzer sounded with a tie of 20-20. Since there had been no plans for an overtime in the schedule, the tie remained. Central's work for the morning was 11-1.

The following Monday, our team again took the road and journeyed to Marion. Marion jumped to an early lead and was leading 20-19 at halftime. The Whippets made a mighty comeback and scored 11 points in the next playing quarter while holding them down to only 2. Nevertheless, the fourth quarter ended with a 30-21 loss.

The next evening saw the Whippets at Indiana playing in the I.U. Fieldhouse. Again, the Whippets needed a boost. This time it came in a 62nd package. This player drew fouls from our defensive players. Points resulted in 3 free throws to the line. She also was the high-point scorer with 20. The final tally was 38-20. Revenge was received the next night at the I.U. Medical Center against the I.U. Nurses; Pam Jones broke her game scoring record and totaled 34 points. The ending points were 60-35.

One week remains in the 1967-68 season. The Whippets will meet Manchester for the conclusion on March 1. This team has been undefeated for 2 straight seasons. Maybe it is only because they haven't faced the Whippets yet!

WRESTLERS CAPTURE CONFERENCE

The ICC wrestling team earned the Hoosier College Conference championship last Friday and Saturday at Earlham. The conference victory climaxes an excellent season for the Greyhound matmen. Special honors went to Dale Slodzibottom and Steve Kinnaid for their performances.

The REFLECTOR regrets that a caption was not available for this issue, and a coverage of the entire winning season will be carried in the next issue.

Hanover Panthers Maul ICC Greyhounds

"What a game!" "I feel like I played the whole game myself." "I'm tired from just watching it!" Such comments came from the Central fans as they began to leave after the 78-74 victory in the final quarter of the game. An enthusiastic crowd of students and parents left the gymnasium feeling proud of the Greyhounds even though the 78-74 victory went to the Hanover Panthers.

The Greyhounds trailed the Panthers throughout the game by only a few points, but were unable to overcome the running Panthers lead. After a 25-33 halftime score, the Hanover team continued their lead. With only a few minutes remaining, the Panthers grabbed a 16-point lead, but almost panicked as the Hounds cut the lead to only two points. However, the Panthers came out of the game with a 78-74 victory.

Dave Stillabower led in Central's scoring with 18 points. Al Williams followed with 15 points. Rob St. Pierre and Mike Miller were the high-scoring men on the Hanover team.

Central Keeps Hopes Alive

It was two weeks ago last night that Central defeated the Anderson College Ravens 78-70. That was back when Central still had hopes for second place in the conference.

Anderson stayed close the entire first half. Central first took the lead, but lost it in the last half. The Greyhounds then held that lead and went into the dressing room with a 3-point advantage, 43-40.

The second half was all Central's as the Greyhounds opened up a 14-point lead, while holding the Ravens scoreless for almost five minutes. Bob Smock led all scorers with 22. He was followed close behind by Anderson's Ron Long, who racked up 21 points and 13 rebounds.

Dropped By Bellarmine

Central led during the first part of the first half, but was overcome by Bellarmine. The Greyhounds went down in a 91 to 82 defeat. The Knights took the lead midway in the early stanza and never relinquished it the rest of the game.

The Hounds were eight points down at halftime, but Bellarmine pulled away to a long lead. Then Coach Angus Nicesson threw an elbow, which earned him a technical foul. Central crept closer, but not close enough.

The loss gave Central an overall 10-12 record. Ron Bolten was leading scorer for the night with 22. Dave Houser and Al Williams were tied, both with 15-point performances.

Hanover's St. Pierre and Central's Stillabower. A good-bye to third place.

Hounds Close Door To 10-14 Season

The Indiana Central Greyhounds closed the door on another roundball season last night with a defeat from DePauw's Tigers 101-75. DePauw shot an unheard-of .545 percent from the field to send the Hounds down the road to defeat for the 14th time this season. Dave Stillabower and Ron Gresek led the scoring for Central with 20 and 10 points respectively.

The Greyhounds were never really "in" the DePauw contest, and maybe it was because they were still licking their wounds from their Thursday night game at Wabash. The Hounds lost to Wabash by a 109-59 count and it was Dave Moore's 22 and Terry Smith's 29 points that proved to be the difference in the game.

Although they were only down by three (44-41) at the half, the Hounds couldn't find the big scoring punch they needed to escape with a victory. Al Williams was the top scorer for Central as he hit for 15 points, but even so this wasn't half of Moore's total and even with 13 points help from Stillabower and 11 points each from Bob Smock and Todd Jones could they overcome the Wabash "big" scorers.

Even though the Greyhounds closed this season's door on a sour note, they will undoubtedly open next season's on a happy one. All members of this year's team will be back next season and Coach Nicesson has a fine bunch of fresh to pick from to add to his experienced roster for next season.

Such standouts as Al Williams, Ron Gresek, and Dave Stillabower will be returning, as well as speedsters Harry Williams and John Swank. Transfer Bob Howe should provide a big boost to the Hounds' scoring and rebound department as he has proven himself in the past few games as a sub.

The future looks bright for Central on the hardwood and although the Hounds failed to defend their ICC crown, they did inflict the only defeat upon the mighty Earlham Quakers who went on to win the title and carve out a 23-1 record in the process.

Central can be proud of the Hounds of 1967-68 as they showed excellent sportsmanship and fair play throughout the season while compiling their 10-14 record. Everyone is looking forward to the next season next year and they can be sure it will be "the year of the dog" — the Greyhound, that is!